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In the paper conservation laws of a special form for systems of first-order diﬀerential equations depending
on two dependent and independent variables are looked at. It is shown how the conservation laws can
be used to solve hyperbolic-type and elliptic-type systems of equations that are come across in the theory
of plasticity. Examples of an eﬀective use of the described technique are given. With the use of the
conservation laws was found the elastoplastic boundary in a problem of stress-strain state of a plate with
free-form holes.
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Introduction
Symmetries and conservation laws allow studying of diﬀerential equations from diﬀerent
points of view.
Symmetries act on the manifold of solutions of diﬀerential equations and that is why allow us
to study and find their solutions in two ways. The first way is to find the so-called fixed-points,
i.e. such solutions that do not change when some symmetries act. Invariant solutions get found
in such a way. This method is realised to the full extent in the papers of L.V.Ovsyannikov [1].
The other approach is frequently declared but is seldom realised. Its main point is that we
get symmetries to act on the given solution and we obtain new solutions of the same diﬀerential
equation system. It was used in the papers [2–5]. There may be an obstruction for realisation of
this method which is "poorness" of the admitted group of symmetries or diﬃculty to interpret
the found "multiplied" solutions. We manage to avoid diﬃculties in interpretation if we act
not on the solution itself but on some other objects related to it, for example on characteristics
in case of hyperbolic equations. Use of symmetries when solving boundary value problems for
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diﬀerential equation systems encounters significant diﬃculties, though attempts of such a kind
have been undertaken, this is evidently explained by local property of symmetries. But on the
other hand the technique of using symmetries allows finding and describing fairly wide classes of
solutions, and at that fairly eﬀectively.
Conservation laws building technique is in actual fact dual to symmetries building technique
and the methods to find them are close to the methods to find symmetries. But the results
significantly diﬀer: conservation laws allow solving boundary value problems, and at that fairly
eﬀectively. This is illustrated in a series of papers on solving of boundary value problems for
plasticity equations and other continuum mechanics equations [6–10].
1. Fundamental definitions
For simplicity we restrict ourselves to the case of diﬀerential equations depending on two
independent x,y and two dependent variables u; v. This case is simpler for understanding; best
investigated and is frequently come across in mechanics problems. Let us look at the system of
the two diﬀerential equations
F1 = F1 (x; y:u; v:ux; uy; vx; vy) = 0; F2 = F2 (x; y:u; v:ux; uy; vx; vy) = 0; (1)
where the index below stands for a derivative with respect to the corresponding argument.
Definition 1. As the conservation law for system of equations (1) we will call the expression in
the form of
DxA+DyB = 
1 (F1) + 
2 (F2) ; (2)
where 
i i = 1; 2 some linear diﬀerential operators that at the same time are not trivial, Dx; Dy
are operators of full diﬀerentiation for the corresponding variables Dx = @x+ ux@u+ vx@v+ : : : ,
Dy = @y + uy@u + vy@v + : : : :
Remark. This quite a commonplace definition is reasonably suitable for the presentation of our
results. More general approach can be learned in [11].
Definition 2. Vector (A;B) is called conserved current.
In this paper functions and are supposed to be dependent on x; y; u; v only. We can assume
that and also depend on the derivatives but such conservation laws for system (2) are diﬃcult
to interpret and that is why they will not be considered here.
From (1) according to Riemann formula it followsI
C
Ady  Bdx = 0; (3)
where C is closed contour in which Functions and have no singularities for simplicity. Let us
show how conservation laws (2) can be used for diﬀerent types of diﬀerential equations.
2. Use of conservation laws to solve hyperbolic systems
of diﬀerential equations
Assume (1) is a system of hyperbolic diﬀerential equations. Its characteristics are written as
 1 :
dy
dx
=  (u; v; x; y) ;  2 :
dy
dx
= (u; v; x; y): (4)
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These characteristics proceed from the endpoints of the segment of curve L x1 6 x 6 x2 with
conditions established on it
ujL = u0; vjL = v0:
Assume (xp; yp) is the point of intersection of the characteristics (see Fig. 1).
Fig. 1
Let us find this point. By virtue of (3) we haveZ
L
Ady  Bdx+
Z
 1
Ady  Bdx+
Z
 2
Ady  Bdx = 0: (5)
We have Z
 1
Ady  Bdx =
Z
 1
(A  B)dy = (A  B)yjy1yp  
Z
 1
yd(A  B);Z
 2
Ady  Bdx =
Z
 2
(A  B)dy = (A  B)yjy1yp  
Z
 2
yd(A  B):
Let us assume that and is the solution of equation (2) with the following boundary conditions
(A  B) j 1 = const; (A  B) j 2 = const:
In this case from (5) we can obtain coordinate yp. In the same way coordinate xp shall
be obtained. In this way we manage to build the characteristics of System of equations (1),
and therefore to solve the set problem. Moreover for many of mechanics problems building
of the characteristics often give more information to the researcher than finding of an explicit
solution. The described method is eﬀective, with the use of which were solved Cauchy and
Riemann problems for perfect plasticity equations, and also some problems for other equations
of mechanics [12].
3. Use of conservation laws to solve elliptic of diﬀerential
equation systems
Assume system (1) is of an elliptic type. We will be finding the solution of equation (2) that
has a singularity in point (x0; y0). Assume that on closed curve L the functions ujL = u0; vjL = v0
are defined.
Let us encircle point (x0; y0) with a circumference with a radius " : (x  x0)2+(y   y0)2 = "2.
Let us connect it as shown on Fig. 2, with a cut with contour L.
We haveZ
L
Ady  Bdx+
Z
 1
Ady  Bdx+
Z
 2
Ady  Bdx+
Z
"
Ady  Bdx = 0: (6)
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Fig. 2
From (6) we obtain Z
L
Ady  Bdx =  
Z
"
Ady  Bdx:
Let us set " ! 0. We obtain a relation relating u (x0; y0) ; v (x0; y0) and
Z
L
Ady  Bdx.
Having chosen another conserved current with the same conditions we get another rela-
tion relating u (x0; y0) ; v (x0; y0) and
Z
L
Ady  Bdx. These two relations allow finding values
u (x0; y0) ; v (x0; y0) and because point (x0; y0) is arbitrary, then therefore the solution for the
set problem has been built. This method is realised in papers [8–10]. It allowed calculating of
the boundary between plastic strain range and elastic strain range for rolled section rods being
twisted. The results of the calculations are given in the Fig. 3.
Fig. 3
4. Solution of a plane elastic-plastic problem
Within the plastic strain range in a bidimensional case with a general yield criterion the
equations will be written as
@x
@x
+
@
@y
= 0;
@
@x
+
@y
@y
= 0; (7)
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(x; y; ) = 0: (8)
Within the elastic strain range relations (7) and compatibility condition of deformations are
performed that is written as
@x
@x
+
@
@y
= 0;
@
@x
+
@y
@y
= 0;
@2(x + y)
@x2
+
@2(x + y)
@y2
= 0:
(9)
5. Problem setting
Let us consider a finite rectangular plate with dimensions of a b with holes of an arbitrary
shape limited by contours  1; 2; : : : ; m. Let us assume that the plate is under diﬀerent stresses
in x; y directions, and the contour lines of the holes are under the action of the set stresses.
On the external boundaries of  0 we get the following conditions
xjx=a = xjx=0 = q1; yjy=b = yjy=0 = q2: (10)
Other stress components on these boundaries are equal to zero.
On the boundary of contours  1; 2; : : : ; m the condition is fulfilled.
xn
i + mij i = pi1; ni + ymij i = pi2; (11)
where qi; pij are constants, (ni;mi) is vector components of the normal to contour  i.
We assume that stresses x; y;  on contours  1; 2; : : : ; m are such that plasticity condition
(8) is fulfilled.
From equation (9) we obtain
x + y = F (x; y) ; (12)
where F (x; y) some solution of Laplace equation (9). From (10) and (11) it follows that in order
to find F (x; y) we need to solve Laplace equation with the following boundary conditions
F jx=a = F jx=0 = q1; F jy=b = F jy=0 = q2; F j i = di: (13)
Value di shall be determined from the solution of the three equations (11) and (8).
Let us consider the solution of problem (12), (13) as known because this is a classical problem
for Laplace equation. In this case in order to find x;  we will get the system of equations
1 =
@x
@x
+
@
@y
= 0; 2 =
@
@x
  @x
@y
+
@F
@y
= 0: (14)
For system (14) let us write conservation laws in the form of (2)
DxA+DyB = 
1 (1) + 
2 (2) :
Let us find conserved current in the form of:
A = 1 (x; y)x + 1 (x; y)  + 1 (x; y) ;
B = 2 (x; y)x + 2 (x; y)  + 2 (x; y) :
(15)
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As a result we have
@1
@x
  @1
@y
= 0;
@1
@x
+
@1
@y
= 0;
@1
@x
+
@2
@y
=  1 @F
@y
: (16)
Finally conserved current shall be written as
A = 1 (x; y)x + 1 (x; y)  + 1 (x; y) ;
B =  1 (x; y)x + 1 (x; y)  + 2 (x; y) ;
(17)
coeﬃcients of which are related by relations (16).
To simplify further calculations let us suppose that we have only one hole limited by contour
 1, (see Fig. 4) according to Green formula we getI
 0
Ady  Bdx+
I
 1
Ady  Bdx = 0: (18)
Fig. 4
Let us look at the two singular solutions of equations (16)
11 =
x  x0
(x  x0)2 + (y   y0)2
; 11 =  
y   y0
(x  x0)2 + (y   y0)2
;
12 =  s
@F
@y !2dy; 
1
1 = 0:
(19)
21 =
y   y0
(x  x0)2 + (y   y0)2
; 21 =
x  x0
(x  x0)2 + (y   y0)2
;
22 =  s
@F
@y !2dy; 
2
1 = 0:
(20)
From (19) and (20) according to the above shown formulas we finally obtain
2x(x0; y0) =  
Z
 0
 
y   y0
(x  x0)2 + (y   y0)2
x   x  x0
(x  x0)2 + (y   y0)2

!
dy 
 
 
y   y0
(x  x0)2 + (y   y0)2
x +
x  x0
(x  x0)2 + (y   y0)2
 + 11
!
dx 
Z
 1
11dy;
2(x0; y0) =  
Z
 0
 
x  x0
(x  x0)2 + (y   y0)2
x +
y   y0
(x  x0)2 + (y   y0)2

!
dy 
 
 
  x  x0
(x  x0)2 + (y   y0)2
x +
y   y0
(x  x0)2 + (y   y0)2
 + 21
!
dx 
Z
 1
21dy;
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y(x0; y0) = F (x0; y0)  x(x0; y0):
We insert the obtained stresses into yield condition (8). In those points where f(x; y; ) < 0,
it will be elastic range, and other points of the plate belong to plastic range.
Conclusion
The results of the use of conservation laws to solve boundary value problems have shown that
this method is eﬀective for the problems of the theory of plasticity and elastic plasticity.
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Решение краевых задач пластичности с использованием
законов сохранения
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Россия
В работе рассмотрены законы сохранения специального вида для систем дифференциальных урав-
нений первого порядка, зависящие от двух зависимых и независимых переменных. Показано как
законы сохранения могут быть использованы для решения систем уравнений гиперболического и
эллиптического типов, которые встречаются в теории пластичности. Приведены примеры эф-
фективного применения описанной методики. С помощью законов сохранения найдена упругопла-
стическая граница в задаче о напряженно деформированном состоянии пластины с отверстиями
произвольной формы.
Ключевые слова: законы сохранения, упругопластическая граница.
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